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The printed Aimms documentation consists of three books
Aimms—The User’s Guide,
Aimms—The Language Reference, and
 Aimms—Optimization Modeling.

Three Aimms
books





The first two books emphasize different aspects in the use of the Aimms system, while the third book is a general introduction to optimization modeling.
All books can be used independently.
In addition to the printed versions, these books are also available on-line in the
Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF). Although new printed versions of the
documentation will become available with every new functional Aimms release,
small additions to the system and small changes in its functionality in between
functional releases are always directly reflected in the online documentation,
but not necessarily in the printed material. Therefore, the online versions of
the Aimms books that come with a particular version of the system should
be considered as the authoritative documentation describing the functionality
regarding that particular Aimms version.

Available online

Which changes and bug fixes are included in particular Aimms releases are
described in the associated release notes.

Release notes

What is in the Aimms documentation
The Aimms User’s Guide provides a global overview of how to use the Aimms
system itself. It is aimed at application builders, and explores Aimms’ capabilities to help you create a model-based application in an easy and maintainable
manner. The guide describes the various graphical tools that the Aimms system offers for this task. It is divided into five parts.
Part I—Introduction to Aimms—what is Aimms and how to use it.
Part II—Creating and Managing a Model—how to create a new model in
Aimms or manage an existing model.
 Part III—Creating an End-User Interface—how to create an intuitive and
interactive end-user interface around a working model formulation.





The User’s
Guide
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Part IV—Data Management—how to work with cases and datasets.
Part V—Miscellaneous—various other aspects of Aimms which may be
relevant when creating a model-based end-user application.

The Aimms Language Reference provides a complete description of the Aimms
modeling language, its underlying data structures and advanced language constructs. It is aimed at model builders only, and provides the ultimate reference
to the model constructs that you can use to get the most out of your model
formulations. The guide is divided into seven parts.










The Language
Reference

Part I—Preliminaries—provides an introduction to, and overview of, the
basic language concepts.
Part II—Nonprocedural Language Components—describes Aimms’ basic
data types, expressions, and evaluation structures.
Part III—Procedural Language Components—describes Aimms’ capabilities to implement customized algorithms using various execution and
flow control statements, as well as internal and external procedures and
functions.
Part IV—Sparse Execution—describes the fine details of the sparse execution engine underlying the Aimms system.
Part V—Optimization Modeling Components—describes the concepts of
variables, constraints and mathematical programs required to specify an
optimization model.
Part VI—Data Communication Components—how to import and export
data from various data sources, and create customized reports.
Part VII—Advanced Language Components—describes various advanced
language features, such as the use of units, modeling of time and communicating with the end-user.

The book on optimization modeling provides not only an introduction to modeling but also a suite of worked examples. It is aimed at users who are new
to modeling and those who have limited modeling experience. Both basic concepts and more advanced modeling techniques are discussed. The book is
divided into five parts:
Part I—Introduction to Optimization Modeling—covers what models are,
where they come from, and how they are used.
 Part II—General Optimization Modeling Tricks—includes mathematical
concepts and general modeling techniques.
 Part III—Basic Optimization Modeling Applications—builds on an understanding of general modeling principles and provides introductory application-specific examples of models and the modeling process.
 Part IV—Intermediate Optimization Modeling Applications—is similar to
part III, but with examples that require more effort and analysis to construct the corresponding models.
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Optimization
Modeling
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Part V—Advanced Optimization Modeling Applications—provides applications where mathematical concepts are required for the formulation
and solution of the underlying models.

In addition to the three major Aimms books, there are several separate documents describing various deployment features of the Aimms software. They
are:

Documentation
of deployment
features

Aimms—The Function Reference,
 Aimms—The COM Object User’s Guide and Reference,
 Aimms—The Excel Add-In User’s Guide, and
 Aimms—The Open Solver Interface User’s Guide and Reference.


These documents are only available in PDF format.
The Aimms documentation is complemented with a number of help files that
discuss the finer details of particular aspects of the Aimms system. Help files
are available to describe:

Help files

the execution and solver options which you can set to globally influence
the behavior of the Aimms’ execution engine,
 the finer details of working with the graphical modeling tools, and
 a complete description of the properties of end-user screens and the
graphical data objects which you can use to influence the behavior and
appearance of an end-user interface built around your model.



The Aimms help files are both available as Windows help files, as well as in PDF
format.
Two tutorials on Aimms in PDF format provide you with some initial working knowledge of the system and its language. One tutorial is intended for
beginning users, while the other is aimed at professional users of Aimms.

Aimms tutorials

As the entire Aimms documentation is available in PDF format, you can use the
search functionality of Acrobat Reader to search through all Aimms documentation for the information you are looking for.

Searching the
documentation

Aimms comes with an extensive model library, which contains a variety of examples to illustrate simple and advanced applications containing particular
aspects of both the language and the graphical user interface. You can find
the Aimms model library in the Examples directory in the Aimms installation
directory. The Examples directory also contains an Aimms project providing an
index to all examples, which you can use to search for examples that illustrate
specific aspects of Aimms.

Aimms model
library
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What is in the User’s Guide
Part I of the User’s Guide provides a basic introduction to Aimms, its position
among other technologies, and its use.

Introduction to
Aimms

Chapter 1—Aimms and Analytic Decision Support—discusses the concept
of Analytic Decision Support (ADS), Aimms as an ADS development environment, as well as a comparison to other ADS tools.
 Chapter 2—Getting Started—explains how to create a new Aimms application, and provides an overview of both the modeling tools available in
Aimms and the files associated with an Aimms project.
 Chapter 3—Organizing a Project into Libraries—describes the facilities
available in Aimms to allow multiple developers to collaborate on a single
project.


Part II discusses all aspects of the Aimms system that are relevant for entering and maintaining the model source associated with a particular modeling
application.












Chapter 4—The Model Explorer—introduces the main graphical tool available in Aimms for accessing the model source. It discusses various aspects that are specific to the model tree, as well as the basic concepts
common to all trees used in the Aimms system.
Chapter 5—Identifier Declarations—explains how you can add identifier
declarations to the model tree, and how you can modify the various attributes of an identifier in its attribute window.
Chapter 6—Procedures and Functions—explains how you can create procedures and functions within your model, how to add arguments to
such procedures and functions, and describes the Aimms concepts that
help you to sub-divide procedure and function bodies into smaller more
meaningful entities.
Chapter 7—Viewing Identifier Selections—discusses the flexible identifier
selector tool in Aimms, which allows you to create and simultaneously
view selections of identifiers in your model.
Chapter 8—Debugging and Profiling an Aimms Model—discusses Aimms’
debugger and profiler, which can help you to track the modeling errors
in an Aimms model, or to find and speed up time-consuming statements
in your model.
Chapter 9—The Math Program Inspector—introduces a graphical debugging tool for finding infeasibilities or unexpected results of a math program contained in your model.

Creating and
managing a
model
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Part III introduces the fundamental concepts and design tools available in
Aimms to create a graphical end-user interface for your modeling application,
as well as Aimms’ reporting facilities.
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Creating an
end-user
interface

Chapter 10—Pages and Page Objects—introduces the Aimms concept of
end-user pages. In addition, it explains how to add graphical (data) objects to such pages, and how to link these data objects to identifiers in
your model.
Chapter 11—Page and Page Object Properties—discusses the options for
pages and page objects that you can modify to alter the behavior and
appearance of your end-user interface.
Chapter 12—Page Management Tools—describes the Aimms tools that
can help you create and manage a large collection of end-user pages in
an easily maintainable fashion.
Chapter ??—Page Resizability—explains the basic concepts available in
Aimms to define the behavior of pages when resizing.
Chapter 14—Creating Printed Reports—discusses the concept of print
pages which you can use to create a printed report of your model results.
Chapter 15—Deploying End-User Applications—discusses the several options that Aimms has to offer to deploy your Aimms applications.

Part IV focuses on the facilities within Aimms for performing case management tasks. Chapter 16—Case Management—describes the case management
facilities and tools in Aimms. It also provides you with an overview of Aimms’
capabilities to work with multiple case data, both in the model and the enduser interface.

Data
management

Part V discusses the various miscellaneous concepts that may be of interest to
both Aimms developers and/or end-users.

Miscellaneous











Chapter 17—User Interface Language Components—provides a complete
overview of the function library available in Aimms for communication
with the end-user through the various tools available in the Aimms enduser interface.
Chapter 18—Calling Aimms—describes Aimms’ command line options,
the restrictions with respect to end-user licenses, and the possibilities of
calling an Aimms model from within your own application.
Chapter 19—Project Security—discusses various security aspects such as
encrypting your project, and adding a user database to a model to provide user authentication.
Chapter 20—Project Settings and Options—describes the tools available
in Aimms to alter the execution behavior of your model, the appearance
of its interface, and various other aspects concerning Aimms itself and
its solvers.
Chapter 21—Localization Support—discusses Aimms’ built-in support for
localizing the end-user interface of your project (i.e. making it capable of
dealing with multiple languages).
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